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SPECIMEN LISTS OF IOWA MEN AND WOMEN LOST
IN THE WORLD WAR

BY EDGAR R. HARLAN

Our institution set out to list and thus commemorate all Iowa men and women who died in uniform under the Stars and Stripes and its associated emblems in the World War. Miss Martha A. Watson has been in charge of our World War division and has devoted her whole time and energy to the task. Names of those who survived and returned to civil life will of course occur in the formal rosters of the state and in other publications of public and private character.

The names of the Gold Star men of the World War which appear in this issue are from twenty counties in northwestern Iowa. While much careful study and effort has been given to compiling the names and data for this Honor Roll for all the counties in Iowa, we can not assert that they are in any county absolutely correct. We have asked persons and organizations in all counties to assist us in this work. Some have given effective cooperation while others have been slow to respond.

The Honor Roll is composed of the names of the Iowa men and women who died while actually in the service. Many died from a direct cause of the war soon after they were discharged. It may seem that they should be named in the list. If so, those too who died still later should be included. Therefore we have made our lists to include only those who died before they were discharged.

In arranging the names in counties, as we have done, we can not always be sure they are accurate, for many of them gave rural free delivery addresses that may take them into adjacent counties.

Many Iowa men entered the United States service in other states or enlisted in the Canadian Army. These may have no Iowa record except as they are reported to us by their families or friends. We have included all these of whom we have learned in the Honor Roll.
BUENA VISTA COUNTY

Ammidown Stanley Cheney, ship cook, died at Great Lakes, Illinois
Anderson, W. H., private, died at Jefferson Barracks, Missouri
Antonson, John L., private, killed in action in France
Bengston, Gottfried, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Bingamon, Thomas Alfred, private, killed in action in France
Brazel, John Francis, third class fireman, died at Portsmouth, Virginia
Bright, Claude Leander, private, died of wounds in France
Byam, Oliver Perry, second lieutenant, killed in action in France
Craig, Jesse, fireman, died at Chelsea, Massachusetts
Danielson, Herbert E., corporal, died of disease in France
Domeier, Albert, private, died at Camp Devens, Massachusetts
Dyvad, Carl Christensen, corporal, killed in action in France
Engledow, John H., private, died at Fort Bayard, New Mexico
Fletcher Calvin, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Gehring, Louie W., private, killed in action in France
Graeber, Frank Fred, private, killed in action in France
Greenfield, Leslie Ambrose, private, died of disease in France
Grote, Emil, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Hanke, James E., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Huralson, Carl A., private, killed in action in France
Hartman, Edward E., private, died of disease in France
Hintz, Charley A., private, died of disease in France
Humphrey, John L., corporal, killed in action in France
Iams, Seth G., private, died at Camp Funston, Kansas
Jensen, Emil, private, died of disease in France
Johnson, Lars, private, died in camp in United States
Kaufman, Benjamin, private, killed in action in France
Kestel, Henry, private, died of disease in France
Krause, Henry W., private, died at Fort Riley, Kansas
Larsen, Nels P., private, killed in action in France
Loe, Raymond H., private, died at Camp Forest, Georgia
Lydell, David G., private, died of disease in France
McFadden, Leo P., private, killed in action in France
Martz, George H., private, killed in action in France
Mikkelsen, Lewis C., private, killed in action in France
Nielsen, Charles, private, killed in action in France
Olsen, Olaf S., private, died of disease in France
Peterson, Marvin Elbert, private, died of disease in France
Piersen, Manford C., radio operator, died at Great Lakes, Illinois
Plog, Martin Wm. J., private, died of disease in France
Redenbaugh, Dannie, private, died of disease in France
Redlund, Carl A., private, died in camp in United States
Shaeffer, Harold, corporal, killed in action in France
Smith, Fred W., private, killed in action in France
Smith, Gilbert G., signalman, died at Fort Lyons, Colorado
Smith, Peter, private, died of disease in France
Sommer, Herbert, private, killed in action in France
Taylor, Ilo Ivan, lieutenant, died at Camp Lee, Virginia
Thomsen, Otto, private, died of disease in France
Tolliver, Otis, corporal, died at Camp Pike, Arkansas
Toombs, Perry Luther, private, killed in action in France
Younie, Arthur M., private, died of disease in France
Younie, Howard W., private, killed in action in France

CALHOUN COUNTY

Albrecht, Albert H., private, killed in action in France
Blair, Estill, private, died in camp in United States
Brennan, Patrick Joseph, corporal, died at Fort Riley, Kansas
Burley, Edgar W., private, died at Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia
Chappell, Clarence Evert, third class fireman, died at Great Lakes, Ill.
Dahlke, Charles August, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Drury, Charles W., private, died at Fort Sam Houston, Texas
Gaskill, Alva William, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Gidel, Don Otis, second class seaman, died at Great Lakes, Illinois
Griggs, Paul D., sergeant, killed in action in France
Hageman, Virgil F., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Haynes, Vance Galvin, apprentice seaman, died at Great Lakes, Illinois
Heinz, Clarence, private, killed in action in France
Hesser, Joseph Earl, private, killed in action in France
Hildreth, Ray Asa, private, died of disease in France
Hodds, Niles William, corporal, died of wounds in France
Hulett, Ray James, private, killed in action in France
Hutchinson, Henry W., private, killed in action in France
Kackley, William Hershel, private, died at Camp Gordon, Georgia
Kennedy, Louie J., private, died of disease in France
Liechty, John George, private, died of disease in France
Meyer, August W., private, died of disease in France
Moore, William, private, died of wounds in France
Nagel, August, private, died in France
Nimke, Fred, private, killed in action in France
Pace, Charles Ira, private, killed in action in France
Reed, Earl, private, died at Camp Sheridan, Alabama
Ripley, Lloyd Seviere, private, killed in action in France
Schuett, Charles P., private, died at Camp Gordon, Georgia
Seacoys, John Henry, private, killed in action in France
Sifford, Charles Leslie, private, killed in action in France
Steckelberg, Frank Otto, private, killed in action in France
Stinogel, John Henry, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ames, Iowa
Turner, William Alvah, private, died at Camp Grant, Illinois
Voss, Edward J., private, killed in action in France
Williams, Jesse Stephens, bugler, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Zane, Ralph Leo, private, killed in action in France
CARROLL COUNTY

Barker, Louis, private, killed in action in France
Bartel, John, private, died of disease in France
Bayliss, Lauren R., private, died at Jacksonville, Florida
Berger, August J., wagoner, died of disease in France
Berger, Charles, private, died in camp in United States
Biller, Henry, private, died of disease in France
Bruning, Fred P., private, died at sea
Coates, George F., private, died of disease in France
Dakle, Raymond C., private, died in France
Davenport, Walter E., private, died of disease in France
Dethlefs, Albert C., private, died of disease in France
Dillavou, John E., private, killed in action in France
Dillavou, Joy W., private, killed in action in France
Ewoldt, Emil W., private, died of wounds in France
Haase, Garbrand, private, killed in action in France
Hackport, Joseph L., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Halbur, John, private, died of disease in France
Hansman, Edward J., private, died of disease in France
Hay, Merle D., private, killed in action in France
Hemann, Fred, private, died of disease in France
Hested, James F., private, died at Camp Pike, Arkansas
Hinz, William J., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Huengerich, William F., private, died of disease in France
Irimeier, Frank F., private, died of disease in France
Kalkhoff, Bernard, private, died of disease in France
Kasparbauer, Sylvester, private, died of disease in France
Kennebeck, Kathleen, hospital hut service, died at sea
Knute, Herman E., sergeant, died of wounds in France
Knute, John, private, died of disease in France
Larsen, Carl J., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Manemann, Albert, private, died at sea
Meis, Louis A., private, died at Camp McClan, Alabama
Middendorff, Joseph, private, died of disease in France
Naber, Edmund C., private, killed in action in France
Odell, Orval, private, died at sea
Olberding, Herman F., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Parker, Gurney Burr, private, killed in action in France
Parsons, Marvin H., private, died at Camp Taylor, Kentucky
Pasley, John H., private, died of disease in France
Passick, Fred C., private, died of disease in France
Pudenz, John, private, died of disease in France
Rowedder, Louis, private, died of disease in France
Sieve, Henry H., private, died in camp in United States
Smith, James Nicholas, private, died at Quantico, Virginia
Stang, Arthur H., private, died of disease in France
Stuhr, Bernardt B., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Van Raden, Byron, private, killed in action in France
Vinke, Julius, private, died of disease in France

CHEROKEE COUNTY
Barnes, Lyle W., private, killed in action in France
Bronninger, Leslie E., private, killed in action in France
Brownmiller, George W., fireman, died at Great Lakes, Illinois
Bruning, Willie J., private, died in camp in United States
Dahl, Anton, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ames, Iowa
Donatus, Charles, private, killed in action in France
Dorr, Carl E., private, died of disease in France
Goodburn, Frederick F., private, killed in action in France
Grashoff, Henry W., corporal, killed in action in France
Hahn, Bennie H., private, killed in action in France
Hasenwinkel, Ernest, private, died at Camp Forest, Georgia
Johnson, John O., private, died in camp in United States
Jones, Anson, private, died of disease in France
Kelley, Douglas Henry, gunner, died at Quantico, Virginia
Kent, Fred W., private, died at San Antonio, Texas
Law, Charles E., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
McManus, Everett G., sergeant, killed in action in France
Olson, Carl Adrian, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Peterson, Clyde, corporal, died in camp in United States
Peterson, Ernest R., private, died of disease in France
Peterson, Harold H., private, killed in action in France
Rex, Alfred J., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Ryan, John L., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Sones, James Walter, private, died of disease in France
Treptow, Martin A., private, killed in action in France

CLAY COUNTY
Allison, Lester James, 1st lieut., Dental R. C., died at Iowa City, Iowa
Anderson, Louis W., private, died of disease in France
Baldy, George Henry, chief boatswain's mate, died in camp in U. S.
Carpenter, Archie B., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Culver, Ellsworth Clark, private, died in hospital in Brooklyn, New York
Damerow, Arthur E., private, died of disease in France
Dean, Robert Emerson, fireman, died on hospital ship Mercy
Dyhrkopp, Einar L., private (S. A. T. C.), died at Iowa City, Iowa
Ellis, Thomas, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ames, Iowa
Glynn, Edward George, private, died at sea
Gordon, Harry Donald, 1st lieut. died at Camp Humphreys, Virginia
Hargrave, Fred William, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Harvey, Nathan C., mechanic, killed in action in France
Jackson, Howard V., private, died at St. Paul, Minnesota
McLeod, Norman, private, died of disease in France
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Mead, Clair E., private, died of disease in France
Mett, William Carl, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Odie, Robert G., corporal, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Parsons, Joel A., private, died of disease in France
Peabody, Alexander, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Pedersen, Glen E., private, killed in action in France
Peterson, Holgar, corporal, killed in action in France
Rausch, Spencer Robert, private, killed in action in France
Reed, Donald M., private, died at Camp Devens, Massachusetts
Roberts, Donald L., private, killed in action in France
Rossiter, William A., 1st class fireman, died in camp in United States
Schoning, Frank M., private, died at Camp Merritt, New Jersey
Simonson, Thorolph, private, killed in action in France
Sonius, Henrich H., private, killed in action in France
Thomas, Roy Leonard, private, killed in action in France
Underwood, Milo E., wagoner, died of disease in France
Vandermark, Ernest S., private, killed in action in France
Walsh, John private, died at Fort Riley, Kansas
Yates, Frank, private, died at Camp Upton, New York

CRAWFORD COUNTY

Baniford, Robert Bernard, private, died at Camp Deven.s, Mass.
Bendixon, Emil E., private, killed in action in France
Boock, John F., private, died of disease in France
Braase, Henry P., private, died of disease in France
Builer, Ernest J., private, died of disease in France
Carlson, Francis, private, killed in action in France
Carstensen, William F., wagoner, killed in accident in France
Duffy, Charles Lewis, private, died in camp in United States
Frahm, August J., private died of disease in France
Fremil, Wesley, Jr., 1st lieutenant, killed in action in France
Gary, Franklin Jude, major, died of wounds in English hospital
Giss, William A., private, killed in action in France
Goettisch, Herman, private, died at Jefferson Barracks, Missouri
Gosswiller, Robert, private, killed in action in France
Grimes, Carl W., private, training dept., died at Valparaiso, Indiana
Hall, Homer J., private, killed in action in France
Heiden, Fred W., private, killed in action in France
Henne, Paul, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Herman, John A., private, died at Fort Logan, Colorado
Hunt, Ninus Leslie, private, killed in action in France
Jacobsen, John M., private, killed in action in France
Joens, Herman J. H., private, died of disease in France
Johnson, Andrew, private, killed in action in France
Kepford, Carl Joseph, private, died in France
Kolln, Joseph, private, died of disease in France
Larson, Herbert L., private, died in France (accident)
Lingle, Joseph, private, died in camp in United States (accident)
Loehmiller, Frederick C., second class seaman, died at sea
McKim, Roy, private, killed in action with Canadian army in France
Mess, Henry C., private, died of disease in France
Michaelson, Ehrhardt John, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ames, Iowa
Miller, Louis S., private, killed in action in France
Minter, Henry J., private, died of disease in France
Moeller, Adolph A., private, died in camp in United States
Nordius, Clarence Francis, sergeant, died of disease in England
Orchard, James F., private, killed in action in France
Palmer, Dee D., private, killed in action in France
Penney, Delbert, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Prentice, Franklin Clyde, private, died at Schofield Barracks, Honolulu (accident)
Schlie, Willie, private, killed in action in France
Siemer, Joseph, private, died of disease in France
Slechta, John, private, killed in action in France
Sperry, William J., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Steenkiste, Andreas, private, killed in action in France
Stettler, Otto, private, died at Fort McArthur, California
Swede, Robert E., private, died of disease in France
Voege, William, private, died of disease in France
Wendt, Adolph, private, died at Fort Logan, Colorado
Wilkens, Frank W., private, died of wounds in France

DICKINSON COUNTY

Alberts, Edward, Jr., corporal, killed in action in France
Affen Hugh Samuel, private, died at Camp Merritt, New Jersey
Bastmann, Johannes G., private, drowned in France
Breffle, Lawrence C., sergeant, died in camp in United States
Freudenthal, Charles, private, killed in action in France
Graham, Jesse M., private, died of disease in France
Graff, Herbert L., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Grobe, Harry W., private, died of disease in France
Hansen, Fred S., private, killed in action in France
Harvey, Harry Harold, private, killed in action in France
Hegre, Porter, corporal, died of disease in France
Hoesch, Joseph J., private, died of disease in France
Jacobson, Walter Hans, private, killed in action in France
Kettler, Earl J., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Kiesewetter, Frank J., private, died of disease in France
Kruger, Chris. A., private, died of disease in Germany
Miguel, Walter Wave, private, killed in action in France
Planting, Edwin A., private, died at Camp Cody, New Mexico
Shultz, William, private, died of disease in France
Sturies, Martin, private, died of disease in France
Sullivan, George Edward, private, died at Newport News, Virginia
Sullivan, John D., private, died of disease in France
Timpe, Omer W., corporal, killed in action in France
Walsh, James Albert, corporal, killed in action in France
Williams, Othal G., private (S. A. T. C.), died at Iowa City, Iowa

EMMET COUNTY
Amundson, Orin E., cook, died of disease in England
Basquin, Frank W., private, died of disease in France
Bonnicksen, Alfred, private, killed in action in France
Brawford John William, second class yeoman, lost on U. S. S. Cyclops
Brumser, Martin, private, died at Battle Creek, Michigan
Butler, Roy Onan, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Christiansen, Marius H., private, killed in action in France
Doyle, Maurice Joseph, private, killed in action in France
Duffy, Leo John, private, died at Norfolk, Virginia
Floyd, Emmett H., private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ames, Iowa
Frizzell, Ralph, private, died at Camp Pike, Arkansas
Hanson, Carl J., private, died of disease in France
Johnson, Andrew, private, died of disease in France
Justeson, Axel Emerson, chief qm., aviation, died at Buffalo, New York
Kasa, Norris, private, died in camp in United States
Kerr, John M., corporal, died of disease in France
Merklin, Lewis N., private, died at Washington, District of Columbia
 Olson, John A., private, died of disease in France
Priest, Charles D., chaplain, died of wounds in France
Reaney, Joseph Hunt, captain, killed in action in France
Schnapp, Albert D., private, died in France (accident)
Sylvester, Herbert L., private, died in France (accident)
Threewit, Henry Ray, private, died of disease in France
West, Glen, private, killed in action in France
West, Leslie Earl, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Williams, Earl Chester, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa

GREENE COUNTY
Allen, Floyd, private, died enroute to France
Anderson, Carl Arthur, private, killed in action in France
Augustus, Willard Raymond, died of disease in France
Brown, Calvin J., private, died of disease in France
Brown, Floyd W., private, killed in action in France
Clapp, Edgar J., private, died of disease in France
Coe, Russell L., cook, died of disease in France
Cowgill, Pearl T., private, died in France
Curtis, Clifton, qm., second class, died of disease in France
Evelsizer, Earl L., private, died of disease, Bagley, Iowa (on furlough)
Florman, Alfred C., private, died of wounds in France
Galivan, Fred W., private, died at Camp Dix, New Jersey
Gotter, Caleb H., private, died at Fort Logan, Colorado
Hawbaker, Vern R., private, killed in action in France
Hennessey, Walter P., private, died in camp in United States
Holden, Earl Herbert, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ames, Iowa
Holloway, Harold M., private, died of disease in France
Horn, Eugene Lee, blacksmith, died at Quebec, Canada
Jensen, Kristian, private, killed in action in France
Johnson, Earl T., private, died in camp in United States
Kincaid, Clifford W., corporal, died of wounds in France
Kious, Orrie G., private, died of disease in France
Knowlton, Chas. W., cockswain, died on U. S. S. Pittsburg
Le Gore, Martin, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
McDonald, John E., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Marchant, William Clarence, private, died of disease in France
Minnehan, Ernie E., private, died of disease in France
Monahan, Joseph L., private, died of disease in France
Oxley, Harold M., private, killed in action in France
Patterson, Frank, private, died at sea
Potter, Carl E., private, died at Mineola, New York
Pugh, James Arthur, private, died at Camp Mills, New York
Pulley, Mark, private, died in camp, Long Island, New York
Schilling, George L., private, died in camp in United States
Sharp, Walter, private, died at sea
Smith, James E., private, killed in action in France
Southers, Garlon W., private, died of disease in England
Stockton, Elmer, private, died in France
Strongard, Norman, private, died at Camp Taylor, Kentucky
Try, George Emil, corporal, died at Camp Lewis, Washington
Vermillion, Scott A., private, died of disease in France
Warren, Lowery G., private, killed in action in France
Williams, Chas. O., private, died at Camp Lafayette, Ind. (accidental)

IDA COUNTY

Anderson, Magnus C., private, died at sea
Bauer, Eddie J. S., private, killed in action in France
Bradshaw, Vinton C., corporal, killed in action in France
Dessel, William H., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Dibbern, Walter, private, died at Camp Gordon, Georgia
Groat, William, private, killed in action in France
Hansen, Carl F. O., private, died of disease in France
Irwin, Thomas H., private, killed in action in France
Jorgensen, Morten, private, died of disease in France
McNamara, Leo P., second lieutenant, killed in action in France
Meindl, Alysius J., private, died at Kansas City, Missouri
Morrice, Doulgas, private, died at Camp Devens, Massachusetts
Munz, William, private, died of disease in France
Osteen, Harry E., private, killed in action in France
Powell, Ira Irvin, private, killed in action in France
Salmon, Marshall Arthur, private, died of disease in France
Saxon, Jens, private, died of disease in England
Shaffer, Alfred G., private, died of wounds in France
Stepan, Floyd E., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Stone, Elbert, private, died from injuries in France
Wiese, Ferdinand, private, died of disease in France

LYON COUNTY

Anderson, Eugene Dunlap, second lieut., died at Camp Kearney, Cal.
Bekaert, Leonard, private, died at Camp Gordon, Georgia
Bennett, Earl C, corporal, killed in action in France
Braham, Jacob C., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Briney, George W., private, died of wounds in France
Buss, Albert, private, killed in action in France
Carney, Michael F., private, killed in action in France
Dammer, Frank, private died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
DeClercq, John, private, died in camp in United States
Dilly, Frank, private, died of disease in France
Donnelly, Francis, corporal, died of disease in France
Doorneweird, Johannes, private, killed in action in France
Dunn, Olin V., private, died of disease in France
Durkee, Maris, private, place of death unknown
Englishman, Herman, private, died of disease in France
Evans, Edward Newton, private, died of disease in Azore Islands
Fieke, Robert A., private, died at Camp Meade, Maryland
Flesner, Henry W., private, killed in action in France
Getting, Theodore Merl, private, died of disease in England
Heihult, Karl Herman, private, died at sea
Hendricks, Harry Byrd, cook, died of wounds in France
Hinsch, Fred Carl, private, died of disease in France
Johnson, Harry, private, died of disease in France
Kock, Ludwing, corporal, died of disease in France
Kruger, George, died of disease in France
Kruger, William, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Maxwell, Claude A., corporal, died at Camp Dix, New Jersey
Moi, Torvald, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Nelson, Ole E., private, killed in action in France
Ploog, John H., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Raveling, William C., private, killed in action in France
Reed, William Edward, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Valparaiso, Ind.
Reiter, Eddie, private, died of disease in England
Renshaw, Fred E., sergeant, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Rosenfeld, Will, private, killed in action in France
Sauers, William, private, died at Fort Omaha, Nebraska
Sauter, Jacob, private, died of wounds in France
Schilling, George, private, died of disease in France
Schlotfeldt, Fred, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Strait, Rex, private, killed in action in France
Thielmann, Herman G., private, killed in action in France
Thomas, Charlie R., private, killed in action in France
Thomson, George S., private, killed in action in France
Thorson, Theodore C., private, killed in action in France
Underhill, Edwin E., private, died of wounds in France
Wiegman, William, private, died at Nitro, West Virginia
Wilka, Frank Adolph, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa

MONONA COUNTY
Aaby, Eri C., private, died at Camp Gordon, Georgia
Aaby, Lewis, private, killed in action in France
Bretthauer, William R., private, died of wounds in France
Emery, Walter, private, died in camp in United States
Halverson, Arthur, private, died of disease in France
Hansen, Uhl H., sergeant, died at Camp Gordon, Georgia
Hanson, Peter A., private, killed in action in France
Hasbrouck, Willet L., private, died of disease in France
Hass, Leo J., private, killed in action in France
Hedum, Alfred, corporal, killed in action in France
Holländer, Loren O'Neil, private, killed in action in France
Hull, Eugene H., private, died at Camp McArthur, Texas
Hunting, William H., private, killed in action in France
Johnson, Forest G., private, killed in action in France
Johnson, Chris N., private, killed in action in France
Johnson, Jense C., private, died of wounds in France
Johnson, Marcus J., private, died in camp in United States
Kelley, Ralph M., private, killed in action in France
Larson, Fred, private, died at Camp Pike, Arkansas
Lofshult, Carl A., private, died of disease in France
Lynn, Cornelius, private, killed in action in France
McNeill, David, private, killed in action in France
Nelson, Jessie Clarence, private, died at Camp Dix, New Jersey
Oliver, Frank John, cadet flyer, died at Waco, Texas (accident)
Olson, Henry, private, died of disease in France
Olson, Martin E., private, died of wounds in France
Otto, Harry Earl Ralph, private, killed in action in France
Parker, Kenneth Merrit, appr. seaman, died at Goat Island, California
Pearson, Leslie C., private, killed in action in France
Reed, Elvin H., private, died of disease in France
Richtermeier, Henry R., private, died of disease in France
Stevens, Chas. H., private, killed in action in France
Swain, Ingval, private, died of disease in France
Thayer, Hiram A., private, died of disease in France
Torgerson, Alfred, private, died at Fort Andrews, Massachusetts
Ulven, Bennett, private, killed in action in France
O'BRIEN COUNTY

Allen, Harold Fay, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ames, Iowa
Behmer, Albert E., corporal, killed in action in France
Beyers, Jesse G., private, died of disease in France
Bidwell, Elwin Newell, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Blankenship, John P., private, killed in action in France
Breitharth, William, private, died of disease in France
Bryant, Otto S., corporal, killed in action in France
Butler, Ted A., corporal, killed in action in France
Cowie, Edward M., bugler, died of wounds in France
Creswell, Fred R., private, killed in action in France
Dykstra, Fred, private, died in camp in United States
Faber, Peter, private, killed in action in France
Frerk, Herman J., corporal, died of disease in France
Guse, Edward, private, died at Indianapolis, Indiana
Hilker, Alvin J., private, died of disease in France
Hilker, Edward W., private, died of disease in France
Hill, Lyman L., Jr., lst class fireman, lost in Herman Frasch collision
Horstman, Henry F., private, died of disease in France
Kirchoff, Arthur W., private, killed in action in France
Koester, Carl H., private, died of disease in France
Lang, George D., private, died of disease in France
Lindor, Chris, private, died of disease in France
Lock, Robert T., private, died of wounds in France
McCleath, David Allen, second lieutenant, died at Primghar, Iowa
McClothien, Carl A., corporal, died of wounds in France
Mather, Carl S., lieutenant, died at Ellington Field, Texas (accident)
Morrow, Ernest L., private, killed in action in France
Palmer, Frank James, private, died at Camp Funston, Kansas
Parish, Dean I., corporal, killed in action in France
Rees, Richard B., private, died at Camp Beauregard, Louisiana
Reimer, Carl H., private, died of disease in France
Rost, Johnny J., private, killed in action in France
Sewell, Ward E., private, died at Charleston, South Carolina
Slothouber, John A., private, died in camp in United States
Smith, Henry, sergeant, died of disease in France
Smith, Jesse Ehmer, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Morningside, Iowa
Stangen, Fred, private, killed in action in France
Steffens, Clause J., private, died of disease in France
Stotz our, Arnold F., private, died of disease in France
Tostev, John M., private, died of disease in France
Tjossem, Theodore, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Uittenbogard, Adrian, private, died of disease in France
Untiedt, Harry, appr. seaman, died at Great Lakes, Illinois
Vander Pol, Fred, private, died en route to France
Vogel, Herman A., private, died in camp in United States
Warnke, Edward W. C., private, died of disease in France
West, Russell Salisbury, private, died of wounds in France
Young, Ralph W., private, died at Camp Devens, Massachusetts

OSCEOLA COUNTY
Bauman, Albert M., private (S. A. T. C.), died at Des Moines, Iowa
Benjamin, Charles Ernest, private, died at Edgewood, Maryland
Bloedel, Leonard Herman, seaman, 2nd class, wireless operator, died at Manchester, New Hampshire
De Boer, Clarence, private, died of disease in France
Fairbrother, Charles H., private, died of disease in France
Gross, Byron, baker, died at Bigelow, Minnesota
Guthrie, Farrand Reed, private, killed in action in France
Haack, Andrew, musician (Naval Band), died at Marine Hospital, Chicago, Illinois
Hoffman, Wm. B., private, killed in action in France
Jansma, Henry, private, died of wounds in France
Juhl, Anton Paulson, private, died at Camp Forrest, Georgia
Klunenburg, John F., private, died of wounds in France
Kuijs, Cornelius J., private, killed in action in France
McNeer, Dorsey, private, killed in action in France
Mudge, George E., private, died at Fort Scott, California
Ross, Elmer, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ann Arbor, Michigan
Rust, Kasper, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Terhark, Henry, private, died in France (accident)
VanPeursen, Gerritt, private, died in Germany (accident)
Wagner, Otto Sylvester, private, died at Fort Riley, Kansas
Walker, Lionel Lovell, private, died at Camp Funston, Kansas
Wilmarth, Newell O., private, killed in action in France
Wood, Guy Clarence, private, died at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana
Worrick, Luther, private, died at Fort Sam Houston, Texas

PALO ALTO COUNTY
Andreggi, Harry E., corporal, died at Camp Cody, New Mexico
Axelton, J ohard, private, died at Camp Mills, New York
Christiansen, Herbert Christian, private, killed in action in France
Cookingham, Glenn B., private, killed in action in France
Grafe, John G., private, died at Camp Pike, Arkansas
Green, Lyle E., sergeant, died in camp in Texas
Hagen, Felix Henry, private, killed in action in France
Hansen, John, private, died of disease in France
King, Cyrus Van, private, died of disease in France
Knudsljen, Albert, private, killed in action in France
Lambre, Joseph Raymond, private, killed in action in France
Leonard, Rollyn E., private, killed in action in France
Lindgren, Verner E., second lieutenant, died of disease in France
Lynch, James V., private, killed in action in France
Nelson, John, private, died of wounds in France
O'Brien, Thomas J., private, killed in action in France
Rea, Ted M., private, killed in action in France
Rehm, Homer, private, died of disease in France
Rink, George, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Slattery, Matthew E., corporal, died of disease in Germany
Washington, James E., private, died at Provo, Utah
Washington, Lee T., appr. seaman, died at Great Lakes, Illinois
Williams, Joseph G., private, died at Camp Mills, New York

PLYMOUTH COUNTY
Barr, Carl H., corporal, killed in action in France
Bergstrom, Harry, private, died of wounds in France
Brodie, John, private, died at Camp Funston, Kansas
Burke, Frank W., private, died at Camp Gordon, Georgia
Burrill, Lester Robert, private, died in camp in United States
Calhoon, Charles, private, died of disease in France
Casper, Lawrence, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ames, Iowa
Christopherson, John J., private, died of disease in France
Clemens, Nick, private, died at Camp Forest, Georgia
Dambrink, William Herman, private, died of disease in France
Dilks, Carl J., private, died of disease in England
Ewin, Albert V., corporal, died of disease in France
Fromme, Albert, private, died in camp in United States
Furgeson, John, private, died of wounds in France
Hail, Henry V., private, died in camp in United States
Halweg, John J., private, killed in action in France
Hillrichs, Rinehard, private, died of disease in France
Hodges, Earl Walter, 3rd class fireman, died at Hampton Roads, Va.
Hoffman, John E., private, died of disease in France
Holland, Frank Henry, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ames, Iowa
Hoschler, Albert E., private, killed in action in France
Huxtable, Wayne E., private, killed in action in France
Kilker, Wallace, private (S. A. T. C.), died at College Station, Texas
Knutson, Bertie Chas., private, died at Camp Cody, New Mexico
Lewis, Joseph Adam, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Lorenson, Charlie, private, died of disease in France
Lubben, Bernhard A. M., private, died of disease in France
McCoy, Len D., private, died of disease in France
Mels, Frank P., private, died of accident in France
Nash, Edward E., private, killed in action in France
Neal, Cale B., private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ames, Iowa
Nussbaum, Edward, private, died of disease in France
Olsen, Leonard, private, died of disease in France
Pieper, William, private, died of wounds in France
Powers, Estill, corporal, killed in action in France
Reints, William Albert, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ames, Iowa
Rohlfis, John H., private, died of disease in France
Schnepf, Charles Martin, private, died at Corpus Christi, Texas
Schooten, Henry A., private, died at Camp Hancock, Georgia
Singer, Edward, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Singleton, William J., private, killed in action in France
Stewart, William Alex, private, died of disease in France
Thatcher, Clark, private, died at Spartansburg, South Carolina
Tolson, Jacob, sergeant, killed in action in France
Wasmer, John W., private, died of disease in France
Weber, William F., private, died at Camp Gordon, Georgia
Whetstone, John W., private, killed in action in France

POCAHONTAS COUNTY
Allen, Fred, private, died at camp in California
Bartka, Otto Wm., private, died at Camp Devens, Massachusetts
Berry, Elmer E., private, died at Chelsea, Massachusetts
Bruce, Raymond McDonald, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Condon, Emmet Patrick, private, died at Camp Grant, Illinois
Cooksey, Harry Everett, private, died at Camp Pike, Arkansas
Cumming, Cecil C., private, killed in action in France
Eho, Im L., corporal, killed in action in France
Hoover, Ralph W., private, died at Fort Stevens, Oregon
Kenney, Raymond L., wagoner, killed in action in France
Klingbeil, Frank, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Lambertson, George, private, died at Fort Bliss, Texas
Larimar, Clifford A., private, killed in action in France
Nomann, John E., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Richards, Lowell, private, died in West Indies
Ricklefs, John H., private, died of disease in France
Runyan, Clyde, private, died in camp in United States
Schmidt, William, private, killed in action in France
Smith, William McKinley, private, died in camp in United States
Steiner, William D., private, died of disease in France
Strong, John Ray, appr. seaman, died at Great Lakes, Illinois
Thompson, John, lieutenant, died at Mineola, New York
Waugh, Frank, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ames, Iowa
Willson, Charles E., private, killed in action in France
Wood, Clayton Clark, private, died of disease in France
Wood, Percy Eugene, private, died at Camp Taylor, Kentucky

SAC COUNTY
Atwater, Robert Leo, private, died of wounds in France
Auen, Elbert, Jr., sergeant, died of wounds in France
Bernhardt, Robert Frank, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Bihrer, George J., private, died of disease in France
Bittner, Harvey Morgan, private, died at Camp Grant, Illinois
Blass, Charlie C., private, died of disease in France
Carlson, Iver Henry, private, died of disease in France
Criss, Glenn, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Grinnell, Iowa
Davis, Albert Leslie, cook, died at Camp Cody, New Mexico
Davis, Harry Elmer, private, died at Camp Gordon, Georgia
Drilling, Henry Arnold, private, died of disease in France
Ettele, Robert Barnard, private, died of disease in France
Fuller, Bayard C., private, died at Jefferson Barracks, Missouri
Gleim, William Robert, private, died at sea
Hair, Merton V., private, died of wounds in France
Hindrichsen, John Peterson, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Jarvis, Arthur Edwin, private, died of disease in France
Jensen, Christian L., private, died in camp in United States
Martin, William Francis, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ames, Iowa
Meyer, Fred Clifford, private, died of disease in France
Miller, Guy L., private, died of disease in France
Niles, Charles R., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Nomsen, Carl F., private, died of disease in France
Norton, Andrew G., private, died of disease in France
Pike, Robert Merle, landsm. for mach. mate, died at Great Lakes, Ill.
Puetz, Joseph H., died of disease in France
Reymer, Andrew M., private, killed in accident in France
Roose, Herman August, private, died of disease in France
Schmirring, Albert H., private, died of disease in France
Werkmaster, Charley A., private, died of disease in France
Williams, Russell A., private, died at Camp Devens, Massachusetts
Wittkopp, Arno H., private, died of disease in France

SIOUX COUNTY

Bertram, Edward, private, died at Camp Dix, New Jersey
Blumeyer, John C., private, died in camp in United States
Brown, Edward R., private, died of wounds in France
Cooper, George H., seaman, died at Great Lakes, Illinois
Dalgliesh, George, private, died at Camp Upton New York
Dannenbring, Fred C., private, died of wounds in France
Davis, Garth C., private, killed in action in France
Doornink, James, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Emmert, Elmer, private, died at Camp Dix, New Jersey
Fox, Wilbur F., private, killed in action in France
Gebert, Fred, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Hansen, Odilo P., private, died of disease in France
Hoeven, Endor John, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Iowa City, Iowa
Hoornhoret, Richard, private, died of wounds in France
Jackson, Carl, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Jeffries, Alva L., private, died of disease in France
Johnson, Robert Samuel, junior lieutenant, died of disease at Ottawa, Canada
Kersbergen, Gerrit, private, died of disease in France
Kiel, Steve, Jr., private died in camp in United States
Koning, Jake, private, died from accident in France
Kristoffersen, Hans K., private, died of disease in France
Levering, Jake, private, killed in action in France
McKeegan, James Herbert, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Ames, Iowa
Marx, Henry Joseph, private, killed in action in France
Monster, William, private, killed in action in France
Mulder, Art, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Mulhern, Michael Sylvester, corporal, died of disease in France
Newell, Philip, private, killed in action in France
Pfarrer, William Max, private, place of death unknown
Poppemania, Herman, private, died of disease in England
Pressman, John C., private, killed in action in France
Reuter, Joseph, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Reyelts, John H., private, died of disease in France
Ricklefs, George H., private, died of disease in France
Sorgdrager, John C., private, died in camp in United States
Splear, Henry F., private, died in camp in United States
Tilstra, Gerrit, corporal, died of wounds in France
Timmer, Herman, private, died of wounds in France
Van Holland, Dick, private, died of disease in France
Wegman, Henry, private, died at sea
Wilcox, Roy R., private, died at Camp Beuregard, Louisiana
Witt, Arthur G., private, died of disease in France

WOODBURY COUNTY

Akerson, Arthur Nathan, private, killed in action
Allen, John L., private, died at Fort Sam Houston, Texas
Andersen, Neil C., private, died at San Antonio, Texas
Anderson, Carl R., corporal, died of wounds in France
Anderson, Frank Edward, sergeant, died of wounds in France
Bailie, Thomas, private, killed in action in France
Baker, John Arthur, private, died of wounds in France
Becker, Edith Genevieve, Red Cross nurse, died at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana
Bell, Clifford N., private, killed in action in France
Bixler, Ancel Hall, private, killed in action in France
Boston, Fred E., private, died of disease in France
Bowers, Roy C., private, died of wounds in France
Brink, Clarence Edwin, private, died at Camp Cody, New Mexico
Carlson, Emil Theodore, private, died at Camp Devens, Massachusetts
Cownie, Brodie Gunn, private, died of wounds in France
Cummings, Ezra C., private, died of disease in France
Deal, Orville Leo, corporal, died at Sioux City, Iowa
De Wolf, Martin F., private, killed in action in France
Fluke, Arthur F., private, died at Camp Cody, New Mexico
Frederick, Michael A., private, died of disease in France
Fry, Charles Dwight, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Gaebler, Frederick W., sergeant, died of wounds in France
Galland, Ernest Abijah, private, killed in action in France
Galland, Hugh Haven, private, died of disease in France
Goldie, Roy Cordon, private, died of wounds in France
Grimsley, Albert V., private, died in camp in United States
Grossman, John, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Hamilton, William David, private, died of wounds in France
Harwood, Lester F., wagoner, died at Camp Dix, New Jersey
Hindman, Robert E., private, killed in action in France
Holt, Baud Sidney, private, died of disease in France
Hubbard, Lyle, second lieutenant, died at New York, New York
Jacobsen, Ed W., private, died of disease in France
Johnson, John E., private, died in camp in United States
Johnson, Charles A., private, killed in action in France
Johnson, Roy Waldorf, first lieutenant, died at Camp Mills, New York
Kant, Alfred S., private, died of wounds in France
Kilman, Albert S., private, killed in action in France
Kiewe, Henry, private, killed in action in France
Lair, Benjamin F., private, killed in action in France
Larson, Thomas H., private, killed in action in France
Layson, William L., private, died of disease in France
Lee, Robert Andrew, private, killed in action in France
Leete, James Harvey, corporal, died at Camp Cody, New Mexico
Lehmann, William, private, died at Camp Pike, Arkansas
Line, Francis Kenneth, private, died of disease in France
Loetz, Theodore Henry, sergeant, died of disease in France
McNiff, Francis J., private, died of disease in France
Minnich, James F., private, killed in action in France
Mitchell, William H., private, died at Camp Funston, Kansas
Monahan, Edward H., private, died of wounds in France
Morrow, Leslie Garner, private, died of disease in France
Murphy, James Francis, private, died at Camp Grant, Illinois
Nash, Robert A., private, died of disease in France
Nelson, August, private, killed in action in France
Nelson, Earl Edward, sergeant; died in action in France
Nelson, George J., private, killed in action in France
Neustrom, Charles Edgar private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Nickerson, Donald, private, died of disease in France
Northrup, Charles L., private, killed by train in United States
Norton, Harvey E., private, died of wounds in France
Norton, Jesse F., private, died at Camp Pike, Arkansas
O'Donnell, Joseph William, private (S. A. T. C.), died at Iowa City, Ia.
O'Shonessey, Thomas Leo, private, died at Camp Dix, New Jersey
Pedersen, Harrison F., private, killed in action in France
Pieper, Johnie Richard, first lieutenant, died at Fort Crook, Nebraska
Plendell, Louis G., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Plumer, Edward F., private, died at Fort San Jacinto, Texas
Posey, Clayton V., sergeant, died of disease in France
Prime, Wendell F., second lieutenant, killed in action in France
Racobas, Dan Bryan, private, died of wounds in France
Rathsach, Herman H., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Redden, Archie George, private, killed in action in France
Reeder, Charles H., private, killed in action in France
Rhodes, Glen E., corporal, killed in action in France
Richter, Louis William, private, died of disease in France
Robinson, Charles Franklin, corporal, died at Panama Canal
Roeschke, Herman C., appr. seaman died at Great Lakes, Illinois
Satterlee, Rathburn Edagr, private, died of wounds in France
Schenk, Robert, cook died at Camp Kearney, California
Schiller, Harold S., private, died at Fort Bayard, New Mexico
Schmelck, Henry Wm., private, died of disease in France
Seiler, Barbara Loretta, nurse, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Seney, Elmer P., chief petty officer, died at Spokane, Washington
Severson, William Christian, lieutenant, killed in action in France
Shumaker, Howard, Frank, private, died at Nitro, West Virginia
Smith, Merwyn E., private, killed in action in France
Steele, Fred F., private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Steklenburg, John, private, killed in action in France
Tawzer, Ralph W., private, died at Dallas, Texas
Thompson, Thruce M., private, died of disease in France
Tott, William H., private, died of disease in France
Tubbs, Roy Vernon, private, died at Camp Dodge, Iowa
Vander Burg, Henry, musician, died at Oakland, California
Verstegen, Garrett, private, died of disease in France
Virgil, Anton, private, killed in action in France
White, Winfield March, first lieutenant, killed in action in France
Whitting, Arthur Earl, private, died of disease in France
Wink, Henry C., private, died of wounds in France
Woodruff, William A., 3rd class fireman, died at Great Lakes, Illinois
Zettle, Howard Philip, private, killed in action in France
Zuruvak, Henry H., private, died in France (accident)

NEWS EXPECTED BY THE HORN TELEGRAPH

The Valley Mail, we hear, is on the way by ox teams, and may be expected in about ten days at this place.—The Frontier Guardian, Kanesville (Council Bluffs), Iowa, June 12, 1850.
(In the Newspaper Division of the Historical, Memorial and Art Department of Iowa.)